
DRAGON VOICE RECOGNITION FOR WRITING A BOOK

Leadership coach Jason Womack explains why Dragon speech recognition was a valuable productivity tool for writing
his book.

Some voice to text apps only adapts to certain operating systems, while others are versatile and can be used on
many different systems and devices. I also consistently use speech recognition for my ongoing published
article series at Training Magazine. Please feel free to join the conversation via the comments box. Improving
Accuracy I was slightly sceptical of how helpful it might be, having often chuckled at inaccurate subtitles on
news programmes. Then, I had to train myself to dictate the entire chapter without stopping to edit typos or fix
issues. Outline Your Writing in Advance Dictation software like Dragon works best if you speak in complete
sentences. Jason turned to speech recognition, and was soon dictating page after page with Dragon
NaturallySpeaking. In the video above, you can see some of the mistakes or issues Dragon has with my accent.
This is true for even advanced speech recognition software such as the one used by Google docs. The older
versions may not have all the new features, but they are still quite good. Follow us. Your Budget Consider
how much money you want to invest in the software. In effect, I dictated the first draft and then edited and
rewrote later drafts by typing. If you are an Apple Mac user, you are, unfortunately, stuck with buying the
latest version of the product version 6 as the older versions of the product are simply not worth the money â€”
even second hand. Dragon will make your writing voice feel more natural. It can manage my Irish accent so I
reckon can manage most! As soon as I started making money from my writing I thought back to watching my
dad use the program in his law practice and I knew it was going to be the force multiplier that allowed me to
really ramp up my writing productivity. Voice dictation software is available as a mobile app or a desktop app
and is compatible with multiple devices. In this article, I summarise my experience as a writer with the
product and answer the most common of these recurring questions to help you decide if Dragon is right for
you. Well, the advantage of Dragon dictation software over inbuilt-software is you can train it to recognise
certain words, and it will become more accurate the more often you use it. Alternatively, you could create a
mind map. I quickly gave up on trying to dictate into a voice recorder while driving because it was simply too
dangerous! Are you planning to give it a try? Stay tuned to my blog for the next post in this series that goes
into all the various flavors of Dragon and how to decide which one is right for you! For those who are ready to
invest in spoken word technology, spend time finding what you are looking for at the best price. In the end,
dictation software like Dragon NaturallySpeaking is useful if you want to increase your daily word-count, get
through a first draft and overcome problems like writing in pain. You can draft an outline by using a
bullet-point list, which is what I did for this post. Are there any drawbacks to the software? It turns out that
writing fiction is a different proposition to writing IT documentation, but after several weeks of trial and error,
I was consistently turning out 2,word first-draft chapters for my new novel in under an hour. A work colleague
suggested I try Dragon Dictate Dragon voice recognition software. Transcription will change the way you
work. For example, you have to speak punctuation commands. Number two, be consistent â€” use speech
every day for five or even 10 days. The user interface has also been streamlined and is faster and less intrusive
than previous versions. My only caution is that Nuance releases a new version once every twelve months
meaning there is a noticeable cost of ownership. Sure anyone can write by tapping out on their phone, but
Dragon Naturally Speaking and a digital voice recorder truly allows you to write anywhere. Adding items to
my to-do list, drafting articles for magazines and websites, writing blog posts for my own blogs, and creating
and sending emails. Be sure to choose a software that is easy to use. Have you any tips to share? This allows
me to concentrate on getting the first draft out quickly without distraction. I found this part of dictation slower
than editing by hand.


